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As a mobility passenger, after
some eye-opening and frankly
scary experiences boarding
vehicles, I definitely saw the
need for a safer, faster and less
intrusive boarding system.
The INQLINE ASSIST excels on
all fronts and has taken away
the fear and frustration that I
previously felt when getting on
and off vehicles.”
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REDUCES DRIVER INJURY
& OPERATOR LIABILITY
With the INQLINE ASSIST, the days where drivers can
injure themselves by pushing and even carrying an
When searching for the ideal mobility passenger

oversized mobility device into a vehicle have become a

boarding system it’s all about control, which is never an

thing of the past. This game changing mobility boarding

issue with the INQLINE ASSIST. This high performance

system only requires an operator to minimally ASSIST

mobility passenger boarding solution is headlined by its

a mobility passenger. All of this adds up to a safer work

ergonomic, intuitive and controlled steering system. It is

environment greatly diminishing driver injuries and

the perfect tool for drivers and operators to gain control
of the mobility passenger boarding process.

CONTROLLED STEERING

workman compensation claims.
Operators now have full control of the ascent and

INQLINE ASSIST provides operators
full control of the passenger
boarding and de-boarding process.
Guiding a mobility device up and down a ramp can
become difficult and even dangerous. Controlled
steering reduces the possibility of tip-overs while
giving the operator the confidence and command
to overcome obstacles such as curbside parking,
uneven surfaces and weight distribution.

descent of a mobility device and passenger. The process
is seamless regardless of terrain, wheelchair weight, or
weather conditions. This translates into a controlled
mobility passenger boarding experience and provides the
owner with the control they need to reduce the risk of
operator liability.

INCREASED
LOADING CAPACITY
The INQLINE ASSIST is equipped with high strength
webbing and dual automatic retractors that makes boarding
and de-boarding heavy weight wheelchairs a breeze.

The ergonomic thumb controller makes
it easy to precisely guide a mobility
passenger up and down the ramp

SIDE OR REAR ENTRY
The INQLINE ASSIST allows for custom installations that
fit a vehicle’s particular needs whether it has a side-entry
or rear-entry configuration. The compact design affords
the opportunity to install the system under the seats, on
the vehicle wall, vehicle floor or even on the ramp itself.
The options are endless.

